Motivation: New efforts to guide and prioritize the selection of cancer drug targets are urgently needed, as is evident by the slow development of novel anti-cancer agents and the narrow therapeutic index of existing drugs. Given these limitations, the current study was conducted to explore the classification features defining the therapeutic success that can result from targeting a particular gene. Results: Classification was based on extracting features specific to known successful anti-cancer targets and combining them in a linear classifier, resulting in calculation of an enrichment score for each gene. Extended description, the search tool used in this study, enriched existing drug target candidates by up to 10-fold at an $50% recall rate, covering $24 000 genes or $80% of genome. More importantly, the target category with high attrition rate was classified from target category with low attrition rate, allowing to refine the drug development portfolios. Biological relevance of the parameters comprising the enrichment score was explored. Enrichment in cancer-specific effects was independently demonstrated by literature analysis. Imposing these enrichment scores on existing structural, pathway and phenotype-based procedures for prospective target selection may enhance the efficiency and accuracy of target identification and accelerate drug design.
INTRODUCTION
Which of the $25 000 genes in the human genome (Stein, 2004) can be successful targets of anti-cancer therapy?
Age-adjusted total US cancer mortality rates remain almost unchanged since 1969, after peaking in 1992 (http://canques. seer.cancer.gov). Despite many advances, the cost of launching a new anti-cancer drug ranges from $800 million to $2 billion (DiMasi et al., 2003, http ://www.fda.gov/oc/initiatives/ criticalpath/whitepaper.html#execsummary). A recent FDA review shows that the influx of new candidates has diminished significantly over the last 5 years (http://www.fda.gov/oc/ initiatives/criticalpath/whitepaper.html#execsummary). Cancer is known to be a target-rich pathology with thousands of genes involved in the disease process (Futreal et al., 2004; Higgins et al., 2007; Moffat et al., 2006) . We assumed, however, that being a mechanism-related gene and being a successful anticancer target may require non-identical sets of criteria and that bona fide anti-cancer targets form only a small fraction of cancer-related genes. With the level of target attrition approaching 95% (Cockett et al., 2000) , an algorithm is urgently needed to evaluate a priori the chance of a gene product becoming a successful drug target and to make cancer research more cost efficient. Not as much as discovering of new potential targets (Chen et al., 2001; Han et al., 2007; Li et al., 2006; Nettles et al., 2006; Paul et al., 2004) but effectively prioritizing the current and future target pool might lead to a more economical, rapid and effective drug design. In this work, we propose an independent method of target identification and prioritization.
In general, drug activity via a successful target must result in minimal side effects and maximum intended effect. Drug targets must be essential participants in the mechanism of disease, which ideally should be demonstrated in phenotypic or correlative studies (Kurzrock et al., 2003; Lennerz et al., 2005; Ong et al., 2006; van Es and Arts, 2005; Zambrowicz and Sands, 2003) . Targets that exhibit cancer-specific mutations constitute a preferential category, as their structural dissimilarity with the normal form of a gene product allows diseasespecific binding (Casco´n et al., 2006; Chalandon and Schwaller, 2005; Kalnina et al., 2005; Saglio et al., 2004) . A related category-this one represented by heat shock protein (Hsp)-90-produces an anti-cancer effect because of the different extent of associations of its multi-subunit functional complex (Kamal et al., 2003) . In a final category represented by tubulin, the 'silver bullet' effect is the result of different functional consequences of the target binding in normal and malignantly transformed cells (Ganansia-Leymarie et al., 2003) .
Additional fundamental requirements may be combined in a single category of uniqueness (Hasan et al., 2006;  *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Oh et al., 2004; . The targets representing unique signal pathways are likely not to have too many functional collaterals. Such collaterals may compensate for the loss of function after blocking of the active site with a drug. In addition, functionally unique pathways are often mediated by structurally distinct protein domains, less prone to non-specific ligand binding. Other criteria, such as consistency of differential expression across multiple and diverse datasets are also valid (Rhodes et al., 2004) . We found that combining of individual gene's properties with its systemic interactions leads to a predictive feature space where capturing of a successful target signature becomes possible.
In this study, analysis of uniqueness was shown to produce features preferentially selecting FDA approved targets versus random genes. This finding was supported by double crossvalidation and quantitative review of links to published literature. After sufficient number of such features was derived, the separation of two classes became very significant.
The authors hope that the ideas set forth in this study may spark the interest of managers of drug development programs and researchers using microarrays, leading to improved ROI and accelerated design of cancer therapeutics. See also RMD, pp. 3-15.
METHODS

Supporting data
Supplementary Material and Raw Data (RD) can be accessed at www.mayburd.com. The Excel files of RD are designated with the letter S and order number, their names also specify which part of work they support. The files are briefly described in online introduction 'Contents and brief description of this site' and the descriptions are duplicated within the files.
The MS Word files of SM comprise:
(a) Rationale, Methodology and Discussion (RMD), supporting the up-front manuscript. This material expands on methodology and provides in-depth discussion, its sections mirror the subsections of this manuscript and follow the same order, reflected in the content list.
(b) Example Portfolio (EP), illustrating the type of targets favored by the algorithm; (c) Appendix A containing the identities and description of training set components as well as datasets used in the study;
(d) Appendix B containing data path to extraction of differential expression and clustering data;
(e) Appendix C describing software used for aggregation and processing of datasets in this report.
Data aggregation
Based on general approach of Shannon (Shannon, 1948) , resolution is favored by aggregating multiple individual microarray projects into a single meta-project. See RMD: p. 15 for more details.
Datasets A, B and C
Dataset A contains mainly differential expression signatures, Dataset B contains clustering data and Dataset C contains initial data for conversion into correlative profiles.
Training and testing sets
Selection of training and testing sets was based on 58 FDA-approved successful targets. The information regarding a target's FDA approval status is in Therapeutic Target Database (Chen et al., 2002) . Details of selection and links to the constituents of the training and testing sets are described in the Appendix A and RD. The training and testing components for scoring system 1 are given in files S1A and S2A. The training and testing components for the scoring system 2 are given in S6D, column C. The training and testing set components for the combined system (1 þ 2) are given in S9B, column AB.
Classes of genes
The current study differentiates between bona fide successful targets and random genes. Because of the varying proportion of bona fide targets, three secondary sub-classes were defined by searching TTD (Chen et al., 2002) .
(1) Successful: drug targets approved by the FDA (in total, 58 FDAapproved anti-cancer drug targets were extracted).
(2) Developing: targets that have not been approved by the FDA, but for which high affinity ligands have been developed.
(3) Proposed: targets in the research stage that reflect the prior criteria of candidate selection, ligands not developed yet.
Each of the secondary classes represented a combination of primary classes, the successful targets being the most enriched in bona fide targets while random genes being the least enriched. The identities of the constituents and details of selection can be viewed in Appendix A and RD (files S1A and S2B) sections.
Classification feature selection
The crucial subject of feature selection is presented in online version of the up-front manuscript and in Supplementary Material: (RMD), pp. 18-34 and RD, folders S3-S8. Briefly, successful targets differ from random genes in: (c) Survival coefficient (SURV), measuring the tendency of a gene to be a member of small unique clusters, or large robust clusters.
Anti-cancer successful targets tend to be excluded from small clusters, but other target classes show the contrary trend.
DEXCON, INTVAR and SURV were defined as Scoring system 1.
(d) Uniqueness and Fisher-Uniqueness test (U-test and FU-test),
measuring the tendency of a tested expression profile (gene) to display different pattern of correlative interactions with the sub-panels of successful targets and random genes (represented by their expression profiles). The tested profile is correlated with the profiles comprising the testing panel. The correlation coefficients on the successful side are compared with the same on the random side. If the tested gene is a successful target itself, the P-value of t-or F-tests will be significant in this setting. Successful targets appear to display more relative variability in this setting.
(b) Kurtosis and Skew (KURT and SKEW), measuring deviation of the expression level distribution from normal. KURT and SKEW were greater for successful targets as opposed to random genes.
(c) Copy Number, measuring relative strength of detected signal, averages across all samples for successful targets and random genes. The average Copy Number may be 3-fold higher for successful target class versus random genes.
U-test, FU-test, RELVAR, Copy Number, KURT and SKEW were defined as Scoring system 2.
Indirect (bonus-penalty) scoring
The values of features were converted into bonus-penalty coefficients, following the results of univariate resolution in the training set, using these metrics individually. The regions of parameter ranking were assigned either bonus or penalty points, depending on either target enrichment or depletion, respectively. Regions that did not contribute to resolution were assigned a score of zero. The cut-offs determining the value of bonus and penalty points were established empirically, as a result of optimized training. Such a system improved the signal-to-noise ratio. The values of bonus/penalty points and their matches with original scores are provided in RD, files S6-S11, designated as B/P. See RMD: pp. 34-37 for more details.
Linear classification
Linear classification is robust and interpretable, and a linear classifier was chosen (Duda, 2001a) . In addition, exclusion of non-linearity created situation of under-training and limited over-fit concerns. The details of classification are given in RMD: pp. 37-40.
Estimation of false positive rate using Bonferroni correction
Ranking of multiple genes by a score carries a probability that some high scores arise randomly.
where FP is false positive rate (05FP51) in the high-score population, N is the total number of genes in the ranking, p is the t-test P-value of separation between the high-score and general population,
Cross-validation
Validation approaches in this work are described in RMD: pp. 40-41 and in RD: S9.
Exclusion of bias
Bias may arise if the successful and random classes have an unequal proportion of genes with an incomplete set of classifying features (i.e. if INTVAR or SURV is missing). Zero DEXCON was not counted as missing, as genes may not be differentially expressed. To negate this bias, genes with an incomplete profile of classifying metrics were excluded from analysis. More details are in RD: S10, RMD: pp. 41-43.
Analysis of resolution
(a) Empirical distributions as a function of score were computed for random gene and successful target populations.
(b) ROC curves (Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves) were plotted. Different relative frequencies (REL ¼ T/R) of successful targets (T) versus random genes (R) were observed at different recall rates (REC). Resolution increment coefficient (RI) was defined as
More details in RD: S11, RMD: pp. 43-44.
Validation by published literature
NCBI Gene website http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query. fcgi?db¼gene was searched with the aliases of the genes of interest, selected in the regions of high and low composite score. Individual gene's pages were accessed and (on each page) the numbers of original articles were counted, as well as the number of articles specifically implicating the given gene in cancer causation. The counts were tabulated and compared for different levels of score. More details in RMD: pp. 44-47, RD: S12.
RESULTS
The successful targets and random genes form distinct classes
Key findings of the current study are described in Figures 1-3 and Table 1 , also in RMD, pp. 47-50. Figure 1A presents the empirical statistics of a multivariate application of extended description, the search tool used in this study. In Figure 1A , 8 features: INTVAR, DEXCON, U-test, FU-test, RELVAR, Copy Number, KURT and SKEW were included in the linear classifier, applied to 424 000 genes (95% genome coverage, Stein, 2004) . The expanded set of features combines scoring systems 1 and 2.
The progressive increase in the ratio of known successful targets versus potentially competing random genes was observed as a function of the score. For the ranked scores 40.9, recall reached $60% at enrichment factor $6.0. In contrast, enrichment reached only 0.2 in the score region between 0 and 0.4, which also contained 5% of known targets; this finding indicates that the upper and lower regions of the score range may differ about 30-fold in terms of target enrichment. To re-trace this conclusion, compare the ratios of successful targets versus random genes in different regions of score. Compared with class resolution by DEXCON alone, the multivariate score leads to a 2-fold greater recall rate and far better class separation, at the same investment of resources and time. The visual difference of empirical distributions was confirmed by t-test, successful versus random gene population, Table 1 .
The distance between the population corresponds to P-value $10 À52 and can be increased even more with more data aggregation. Figure 1B displays ROC curve data for the multivariate classifiers using combined system 1 and 2. Based on ROC plotting we attempted to estimate (Table 1 ) the expected acceleration of successful target discovery rate, if the current method was applied
where RI is the projected increment of discovery rate, REC is recall rate of the method (05REC51) defined as fraction of the total bona fide targets discovered in the defined rank of the score, REL is relative enrichment in the defined rank of the score (15REL51). REL can be assessed based on ROC curves, as an ordinate to abscissa ratio.
RI evaluates a hypothetical scenario when the research and development resources are directed to the top-scoring (top 10% by rank) genes and all the targets that occur in this subset. The remaining 90% of total gene population is discarded, including the remainder of the target pool in this score range. Discarding of the population with low successful to random gene ratio should lead to increased ROI (Return on Investment), but as Table 1 and further discussion suggests this step has to be applied judiciously.
In the selected top 10%, the REL is measured as the ratio of the fraction of all known successful targets related to the fraction of all random genes (REL41). The gain due to REL41 can be offset by exclusion of too many potential target candidates if REC5 51. In this regard, the attempts to use single features (DEXCON or INTVAR) would lead to a worse result than no scoring at all. However, multivariate classifiers lead to RI $1.6 and 3.6 for scoring system 1 and (1 þ 2) combination correspondingly, under the conditions of stronger target recovery in the high-score region. Since single filters are never used in target characterization, preservation of diversity of candidate structures and pathways is essential for approaching the final candidate through a number of filters.
How many successful targets might exist in genome?
The successful targets were compared with random genes and the predominant structural and functional families were traced in both categories. The leading (most enriched) categories of successful anti-cancer targets include receptors, cytoskeleton components, oxygenases, reductases and dehydrogenases, see RD: S7. These were followed by kinases, helicases, proteinases and deaminases. Affiliation of a gene with the categories historically known to produce successful targets was considered during a sample target portfolio selection, see Example Portfolio. According to analysis of 424 000 genes in RD: S15, the success scores were superimposed on pathway and structural information. The highest $1600 ranking genes (co-clustering with $50% of highest ranking successful targets) contained $500 druggable candidates, and of those $250 matched the pathway categories described above. Thus, a potential pool of $250 higher quality targets is conceivable, while the currently available pool is $60-70 targets (see TTD). While being large, this number is manageable under the current experimental technologies. Focusing the resources of a siRNA gene silencing (or mouse knockout) large-scale project on these candidates is likely to produce a very significant impact on the state of the art.
Elimination of artifacts and biases
The next step was to determine whether population separation could have been caused by an artifact. Such artifacts may include multiple comparison artifact, overfit of the classifier training process, dependence of result on the particular composition of the compared classes and gap-related bias.
Inspection of FP values in Table 1 ruled out multiple comparison artifact for all classifying approaches, since all Bonferroni corrected P-values were 5 51.
Another test was addressing overfit artifact by comparing the P-value of separation between the classes in the training set and at the global scale. This test showed that P-value in both cases was small and comparable (RD: file S13), suggesting low generalization error (Duda, 2001b) . Furthermore, only 3-8 independent features were used. In such samples-to-features ratios (48:8), overfit has not been shown to occur often (Ambroise and McLachlan, 2002) . Based on the evidence, overfit was ruled out. Figure 2 addresses the validation issues. The training and testing sets were used in double cross-validation procedure (Pain et al., 2006) and the resulting sets of scores were also reproducible. Testing set in Figure 1A displayed the same score as the training one. See RMD: pp. 41-43, RD: S9 for more details.
Successful targets are better studied than random genes, thus being described by a more complete list of parameters than are random genes, where such parameters may be missing. Such a situation might lead to significant bias and detection of nonexistent differences between classes. To rule out this possibility, genes with an incomplete set of classifying parameters were excluded from consideration for scoring system 1, leaving 7000 genes for analysis.
Combined (1 þ 2) system dataset contains 20% of incomplete profiles and we assumed that the extent of bias introduced in this case is tolerable, since genome coverage was extended to 24 000 genes.
A hypothesis was proposed that low INTVAR arises as enhanced self-clustering of differentially expressed genes caused by a greater dynamic range of such profiles. If true, INTVAR does not represent an independent discovery tool, but is subordinate to DEXCON, thus diminishing the scope of the study's findings. To rule out this possibility, DEXCON and INTVAR were correlated and no significant correlation was found, pointing to independence of these features. The treatment of this problem is given in RMD: pp. 48-50.
An independent external validation of the proposed methodology was conducted. If the current score truly reflects the biology of the compared gene classes, the cancer causative behavior would be detected experimentally and reported in publications. Indeed, the high score bracket demonstrated $3-fold more frequent literature references per a gene, thus implying a causative or facilitating role in cancer even after the known targets (successful, developing and proposed) were all excluded to eliminate a bias. The total number of publications per a gene (all topics) was also $1.5-fold higher for the highest score bracket. Even after normalization by the total number of publications, the higher score bracket demonstrates $2-fold preference for cancer-related effects, pointing to objective differences at biological level. Review RD: S12, for more details.
A conclusion was made that the observed separation of successful targets and other classes is unlikely to result from a random or systematic error, but follows a natural trend.
3.4 Significance of introducing a success score for the drug development process
As mentioned above, proposed targets were those researched for future development according to TTD. The status of progress varied broadly, from initial exploration to FDAsubmitted target candidates. The parameters of average proposed targets were assumed to be equal to the parameters of average pipeline targets currently used in the pharmaceutical industry. Such targets provide the nearest negative control for the FDA approved targets, since 95% of proposed targets are subject to attrition (Cockett et al., 2000) . In this context, FDA-approved targets were re-defined as Low Attrition Class, while proposed targets were re-defined as High Attrition Class. The linear classifier was re-trained for optimal distinction between these categories, see RD: S11B, columns G and H.
As shown in Figure 3 , the current algorithm classifies targets based on their likely attrition rate and thus can contribute to development of higher quality portfolios, potentially exerting a significant impact upon therapy design process.
Application to non-cancer disease
The folder S14 of RD presents the scoring for Alzheimer's disease targets and non-cancer targets based on the parameters developed in cancer research. The resolution corresponding to 4-fold enrichment was observed. However, it remains inferior to resolution for the specific cancer-related dataset (see ROC). More aggregated cancer-related data are needed to improve resolution. The possibility of expanding the method's scope would justify this effort.
DISCUSSION
An important objective of this study was to investigate whether a rapid predictive method could point to the future therapeutic success of a target candidate. Because of accumulating evidence Cross-validation errors plotted for the successful target class, using combined scoring system (1 þ 2). A stringent double crossvalidation approach was used to test the objective character of the score and its independence on a particular training set composition. The bars represent computed relative cross-validation errors (disparities) in the score ranks. The sizes of training and testing sets were approximately equal. The identities of training and testing set components are in RD, S9B, columns A, S, T, AB.
Successful anti-cancer drug targets stressing the role of regulatory and structural uniqueness of target candidates, novel classification features capable of detecting such uniqueness were proposed. Technically, the analysis benefited from using an aggregated microarray dataset aiming to suppress random noise.
Passing of FDA controls requires special systemic interaction properties to be displayed by the intended targets of the considered therapies. Indeed, selecting the initial candidates from the score category comparable to that of the successful target class would focus the resources of society on the most promising subset.
Figure1A and B presents the results of the application of composite scores. The proportion of random genes per a bona fide target varied 10-to 15-fold between the high and low ranges of this score, depending on scoring system. This difference in relative enrichment relates to the cost efficiency of target development, as the probability of encountering a bona fide initial target lead is lower in the population dominated by random genes. Figure 1 shows that a high proportion of the total target pool ($50%) competes with too great a number of random genes. To assess that, compare the ratios of successful targets versus random genes at the scores above 0.9 and below 0.4. Attempts to extract this fraction of the target pool might cause a disproportional rise in development costs. Such a trend may be observed under the current conditions of intensified efforts to test multiple novel target candidates, because of pressure to accelerate anti-cancer therapy design.
Attrition rates are great for ligands and even greater for targets ($80% and $95%, respectively, (http://www.fda.gov/ oc/initiatives/criticalpath/whitepaper.html#execsummary, Cockett et al., 2000) . In this context, the estimate in the current study that targets selection efficiency can be increased $3-fold does not seem to contradict well known facts, is actually conservative and is confirmed by an independent method. Figure 3 also demonstrates that low and high attrition targets can be effectively classified by the given method, providing a predictive estimate to a clinical outcome via the use of ready available in vitro metrics. Use of the current method for large groups of genes would ensure minimization of group-averaged attrition rates, even if some individual components may not benefit.
Can the present method be used as a 'stand-alone' tool? The answer is unequivocally 'no', because the regulatory, structural, and metabolic uniqueness of a target candidate cannot constitute the sole basis of decision making. Other criteriastructural amenability ('druggability', Dechering, 2006) , cellular localization, relation to functional families that have yielded most of the known targets historically, importance of specific biochemical and signal pathways effected by the blockade, availability of phenotype screening data (Kurzrock et al., 2003; Lennerz et al., 2005; van Es and Arts, 2005; Zambrowicz and Sands, 2003) , issues of bioavailability and toxicity for projected target ligands and market niche-must all be included in the decision-making process.
One application of the method presented in the current study would be to select a portfolio by previously applied criteria, exceeding production capabilities. Next, the portfolio size could be reduced in an objective manner using the success score. Alternatively, an abbreviated enriched list of target candidates could be selected based on the current success score. Subsequent target candidate selections would adhere to this list in a disciplined fashion, using all other previously defined criteria. In such formats, the application of the current methods only complements earlier approaches and does not supplant them. As we mentioned above, the benefits of the current method would manifest better on a statistically representative scale. Consequently, larger and diversified development programs, especially company partnerships, would benefit more from this tool (Lengauer et al., 2005) .
Drug development is only facilitated, but not exclusively determined, by optimized selection of targets. Ligands for even the best of targets are capable of accepting multiple conformations and orientations, a flexibility that allows interaction with multiple sites (also flexible), even if a particular binding event is predominant. In this regard, the total phenotypic effect of a ligand is exerted by the entire set of affected targets. Analysis of REC ¼ recall rate, the fraction of total known successful targets in the score range of interest; REL ¼ relative enrichment, the ratio of successful targets per a random gene in the score range of interest; RI ¼ projected increment in successful target discovery rate after the resources were focused on the high rank category and all the rest were discarded. In this work, the range of interest includes the scores !0.9 by rank; P ¼ P-value of t-test between successful targets ($60) and random population ($24 000), scored by a particular scoring system; FP ¼ Bonferroni corrected P-value, false positive ratio in the score range of interest.
these systemic effects often correctly predicts ligand efficiency (Butcher, 2005) . In view of such complexity, the target analysis must be paralleled with a machine-learning ligand assessment, and fortunately, such tools are now becoming available (Fliri et al., 2005; Gunther, 2003) as well as Equibits methodology: (http://www.equbits.com/corp/press0103.htm) The overall a priori success score of a target-ligand pair in this case is likely to be the product of both contributions. See additional discussion in RMD, pp. 52-54.
CONCLUSIONS
A novel method of target discovery was developed that relates the systemic interaction properties of a gene to the likelihood of its eventual satisfaction of FDA acceptance criteria.
